SHORT HISTORY OF HOMELAND DAY
Outgrowth of Plan for Folk Dances by Educational Club

MANY NATIONALITIES REPRESENTED
Flats to Represent Historical Incidents—Nursery Dances and Songs in Groups

Homeland Day has its origin in a much smaller movement started last winter by the Ridgewood Educational Club. That little group of women met at the Center Park Club and planned the most important part of the dance event—its program.

The plan was designed by the women of the Ridgewood Educational Club to be a celebration of the different national groups that make up the community. The idea was to present a tableau of each nationality’s history and culture through dance and music. The event was to be held in the Center Park under the leadership of Anna Hinsdale, chairman of the Ridgewood Educational Club, and under the leadership of Alice Fitchman, chairman of the Ridgewood Educational Club, and under the leadership of Alice Fitchman, chairman of the Ridgewood Educational Club.

During the month of May, the women of the Ridgewood Educational Club worked tirelessly to prepare for the event. They met weekly to discuss the details of the program and to select the participants for each nationality.

On the day of the event, the women dressed in traditional costumes and performed a series of dances and songs that represented the different national groups in the community. The event was a great success and was well attended.

In conclusion, the event was a great success and served as a reminder of the diversity and richness of the community.

SPEWING COMPOUNDS AND SPRAY PUMPS

Fishing Tackle, Guns, Ammunition and Sporting Goods

THE F. T. BLISH HARDWARE CO.

A Full Line of Automobile Tires and Accessories Carried in Stock—Gasoline

5 Builders’ Hardware of every description, Shovel and Heavy Machine Connectors and Mill Supplies—We stock a complete assortment.

Our Hanson Department is equipped to supply your every need in saddlery and repair work.

Our Paint Department is fully stocked with house, barn, inside and carriage paints—light and oil as well.


For Over 60 Years

The name of House has been associated with the clothing business in the South Manchester area. These three generations of the family have been in the hands of well-dressed Manchester men. Today the famed men’s goods is made in the same clothing, furnishings and shoes. Schell Manchester’s largest department store is an established home for all well-dressed men, and is known to the most sophisticated. The store offers a wide selection of men’s clothing, from suits and shirts to ties and accessories.

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS FOR BOYS

C. E. House & Son, Inc.
The Big Store With The Little Prices

HOT DAYS ARE COMING

Cook and Bake With a Florence Stove

It’s the finest all stove you ever saw. The Florence produces tremendous heat right where you want the heat. The Florence stove is a fireplace in the kitchen.

NELSON’S PHARMACY

HOME SPRING DAY HEADQUARTERS AND INFORMATION BUREAU

On Manchester’s Best-Kept Corner—Main and Center

MAKE THIS STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS WHEN WAITING FOR TROLLEY OR FRIENDS

You’ll find that all Manchester’s finest soda fountain, fully-equipped, Manchester’s most popular cigar counter and a splendid assortment of high grade confections

FERRIS BROTHERS

IF IT’S HARDWARE, BUY IT HERE

THE FLORENCE AUTOMATIC

In the lightest, strongest and most artistic blue glass all stove ashes are collected. A plane metal guard prevents all ashes from flying off in the hearth. Be sure to get a Florence Automatic.

$7.50 $10.50 $12.50